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Dr Klemenčič opens with the theory on student agency.

(SCLT is Student Centred Learning and Teaching).

Student agency is the capability of students to have impact on HE, whether as individual or
as collective.
There is a lot of scholarly literature on the effects of HE on students, but almost no
recognition on the impact that students have on HE: Student politics, representation,
activism.
→ What does student power concretely mean?
Since the 1960s social reforms have not been studied. After Lipset there are just some
specific examples like Chile, Canadian spring, UK attempt to avoid tuition fees increase, as
well as South African fees must fall campaign.
Nowadays surveys and QA involvement (paid jobs) are the trend for student agency in HE.
Students are seen more as consumers (in neoliberal systems where students can use their
status as consumers to achieve rights and outcomes vis a vis the administrations).
Example of the downsides to the consumerist approach: US private HEIs invest a lot of
money in luxury student hostels, at the same time they’re not investing in quality of teaching
and learning and huge concern on what they’re learning. A study measured the changes of
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transferable skills like critical thinking between freshman and senior year and there was little
to no change).
→ Manja’s attempt is to widen the scholarly focus on student agency.

Student unions’ role in widening scholarships on student agency
→ How do we define student unions/ governments/ councils/ guilds/ parliaments “representative of associations of students”?
General definitions from the participants:
Organisations that unite students who have roles in participating in the policy and
governance of higher education; Representation of students and their interests, for example,
by working closely with the university councils; student representatives stand up for and help
out all students or the organisations representing them; student organisations are there to
safeguard the rights already achieved in laws.
Country examples:
●

In France, La FAGE does student representation work and we also provide student
services to improve students’ living and studying conditions.

●

For the Czech Republic, SK RVŠ is mainly the advisory body for the Czech Council
of Higher Education.

●

UDU is a national students' union which operates inside student representative
bodies and advocates for students' rights both in the representative bodies and
through campaigns on various issues.

●

POFEN fights for student rights and solves the student problems. POFEN is now
recognized as an equal social partner in all decision-making centers that directly or
indirectly concern students and young people.

●

ANOSR is a national students union, it represents all of the students on national level
and in relationship to the Education Minister and Governments. ANOSR is defined by
student participation in democratic processes and voluntary services. Democracy is
one of the 12 principles that guide the union life and also a criteria for its members.

“Student governments are a distinct form of political institutions which organize,
aggregate, and intermediate interests of higher education students, provide services
for students, and organise student activities.”
From Klemenčič M. (2020) Student Governments. In: Teixeira P., Shin J. (eds) Encyclopedia of
International Higher Education Systems and Institutions. Springer, Dordrecht.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-94-017-9553-1_614-1.
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Key concepts of student unions:
❖ Organisational resources
❖ Membership: voluntary vs automatic
❖ Governance Structures
❖ Organisational Development:
➢ Logic of membership: the organisation develops based on the needs of the
members (the members dictate the political agenda of the organisation and its
structure).
➢ Logic of influence: the organisation structure will resemble the structures of
the institutions that would like to be influenced (eg. ESU with working groups
mirroring the Bologna key topics).
❖ Autonomy
❖ Legitimacy, both from below (by the represented body, eg. students) and from above
(by the other partners and the government).

Student unions’ role in Multi-level governance of HE policies
Rationales for Student Participation in Public Policy Processes in Europe and transnational
student associations:
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Nowhere else has the world seen this level of student involvement than in Europe. The way
we train student representatives is inconceivable elsewhere.
Worrying developments: neoliberal turn in European Higher Education → Similar to the US,
HEI structures are becoming more corporate with external boards that have a lot of power
over decisions but no students.
Example from Latvia: “why should students decide about their study fees? It's like letting
passengers decide about the train ticket fares”;
→ Challenges for the democratisation of student unions:

“Domestication of students”: students become too close to the counterparts, in search for personal
benefits (eg. letters of recommendation from the administration). That is why it is needed to have
accountability to general students of the student unions.
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The SIHEG Research Project - what, why, when, how?

Its revolutionary approach is that the agents themselves are going to do research of their
own agency (student unions writing about student politics). It will be the largest and first-ever
global dataset on student representation and activism. Students are going to be trained to
become researchers so that through this project, the student movement will write its own
history, making its case for the relevance of their organisations and the work being done on
all levels of representation.
Participation in any part of the research project is voluntary. There is no compensation
foreseen for time and effort contributed to the research project.
Nevertheless, it is well worth investing time and attention into this unique and historic
opportunity to shape public narrative and visibility on the power of the student movement
while in so doing take the lead in directing the advancement of knowledge and actions to
enhance student agency and impact in higher education including teaching and training and
consultancy work.

→ How will the dataset be collected?
On the 15th of July ESU will launch the National-SIHEG (NA- SIHEG) survey via its Board
mailing list for national student union leaders to complete until 9th August 2021. Further
details about the survey are found in the Annex of this Transcript.
Throughout August and September a team of co-editors from our Executive Committee will
collect and analyse NUS’ responses in order to write the European chapter of the volume
Student Unions: A Global Perspective.
→ Can my National Union of Students (NUS) participate further in this research?
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Yes (but NOT mandatory for all NUSes)! Within each regional chapter, the editorial team is
tasked to author (5-8 but can be more) national case studies on student impact.
This link provides further information. Those unions willing to commit towards the national
case studies would:
●

Distribute and promote a Local-SIHEG (LO-SIHEG) survey for local student
representatives among their members (in view of obtaining at least 40 % response
rate from local student representatives from member unions). Survey will be
launched 15 AUGUST until 15 SEPTEMBER 2021.

●

Be willing to conduct research leading to a chapter to be submitted to the edited
volume Student Unions: A Global Perspective. This will be done between 15
AUGUST - 15 OCTOBER 2021 and includes:
○ reviewing any literature published on their student union,
○ conduct expert interviews with their national stakeholders and
○ analyze formal documents (e.g., laws on higher education, statutory
documents of the organization, etc.),

●

Participate in a research training workshop, given by Dr Manja Klemencic between
the 9 - 13th August (tentatively 12th 3:00 - 4:30 CEST) for the purposes of
developing research skills and for collaborative work on the joint publications.

ANNEX: The National-SIHEG (NA- SIHEG) survey
The survey will not be long in order to allow NUSes more freedom to give extensive and
critical answers - short answers will not help create a quality comparative chapter. NUSes
are encouraged to check in with alumni and to supplement their answers with as many
references that you know of/ find to provide a comprehensive past-present-future outlook on
the impact of their national movements.
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